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We propose that concepts such as rationality and emotions has to do with a perceptual representation of verticality. In four studies, we

show the association of rational with “up” and of emotional with “down.” Our findings suggest that this metaphorical association is

able to affect consumer’s perceptions, interpretations, and attitudes.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT
When connoting whether a person acted rationally in a situa-

tion or if he gave in to his emotions, we often invoke the concept of 
verticality. Thus, we say things like, “from the bottom of my heart,” 
“falling in love,”  “I raised it back up to the rational plane,” “we had 
a high-level intellectual discussion.” In this research, we explore if 
these metaphors are just linguistic figures of speech or if they are 
conceptual metaphors linked to bodily sensations.

Lakoff and Johnson (1980) argue that some abstract concepts 
are conceived only because we connect them with concrete sensory 
experiences (such as “hot,” “cold,” “up,” and “down”). Without such 
connection, concepts would lack reference to the physical world and 
they would be more difficult to elaborate and communicate. Several 
studies provide evidence that people need sensory-based metaphors 
to understand abstract concepts (see Landau, Meier, and Keefer, 
2010).  We explore the metaphorical link of rationality with “up” and 
emotions with “down” and its effect on consumer behavior through 
four studies.  

Our studies consistently show (i) that people do, indeed, asso-
ciate up with rational and down with emotional, which (ii) results 
in differential perceptions of the same information depending on its 
spatial placement. This metaphorical link is (iii) bidirectional and 
spatial placement can influence perceptions of rationality vs. emo-
tionality, much as the rational vs. emotional quality of material influ-
ences its preferred spatial placement. Importantly, these metaphori-
cal associations have downstream consequences and (iv) the same 
material is evaluated more positively when its vertical placement 
matches its rational vs. emotional content.

In study 1, we sought to determine whether people implicitly as-
sociate “up” and “down” with rationality and emotions, respectively, 
through the use of an Implicit Association Test (IAT; Greenwald et 
al., 1998). The IAT results show that participants were faster at cat-
egorizing rational-related words when they were paired with “up”-
related words and emotional-related words when they were paired 
with “down”-related words, rather than when these pairings were 
reversed. Study 1 mapped the basic association between rational-
emotional and “up”-“down.”

Study 2 shows that the position of an object (“up” or “down”) 
gets linked with rationality/emotionality, i.e., people give to an object 
an interpretation that matches its position. In this study, each subject 
(N: 30) was asked to evaluate 5 Chinese pictograms, one by one, in 
a random order. Each pictogram was shown for 1,000 milliseconds. 
After that, each subject was asked to respond as quickly as possible 
if that pictogram was more likely to be a Chinese brand name for a 
statistical website or for a dating website. The position (top/bottom) 
of the pictogram was a significant predictor of subject’s decision – 
subjects were more likely to think the pictogram was for a statistical 
(dating) website when it placed on top (bottom) of the screen.

Study 2 showed that the physical placement of a stimulus along 
the vertical dimension can influence its interpretation along the 
metaphorically related rational-emotional dimension. In study 3, we 
tested whether the metaphorical association of verticality and ratio-
nality/emotionality can also exert an influence in the opposite direc-
tion: Do the rational vs. emotional connotations of a stimulus affect 
its spatial placement? 

To test this, we asked 47 subjects to place two sections of a web-
site (Music and Science) onto an empty screen. In a pretest, Music 
had been connected with emotionality and Science with rationality 
(other website sections considered were Entertainment, Food, Style, 
Art, Technology, Culture, Business, and News). A second pre-test 
showed that neither Music nor Science had any conscious associa-
tion with “up” and “down” and they did not differ in terms of posi-
tive/negative valence. In the main study, participants were told that 
they would be evaluating a website. Next, each participant was ran-
domly assigned to view one of two sections: “Science” or “Music.” 
The name of the section was presented in the middle of a computer 
screen. Then, they were asked to think of the empty screen as a pos-
sible website, and to click with the computer mouse in a position 
where they would place the section. Results show a significant dif-
ference in placement, with “Science” being placed higher than the 
“Music” session.

Study 4 tested another implication of the “rational is up and 
emotional is down” connection – placement of political slo-
gans. The study used a 2 (rational/emotional political slogan) X 2 
(“up”/“down”) between-subject design. Subjects rated either a ra-
tional or an emotional political slogan, which was placed either on 
the upper or on the lower part of the screen (i.e., rational slogan in 
the higher part of the screen, rational slogan in the lower part of the 
screen, emotional slogan in the higher part of the screen, and emo-
tional slogan in the lower part of the screen). Participants were then 
asked for their attitudes toward the slogan, the slogan relevance, and 
their intention to vote for the candidate. We found support for our 
hypothesized effect: the rational slogan was evaluated more favor-
ably (on all the three scales) when it was presented high rather than 
low on the screen; conversely, the emotional slogan was evaluated 
more favorably (on all the three scales) when presented low rather 
than high on the screen.

To summarize, our first study revealed that people implicitly 
associate rationality and emotions with “up” and “down,” respec-
tively. Our second study showed that people interpret ambiguous 
information (Chinese pictograms) in a way that matches the spatial 
position. Our third study demonstrated that this metaphorical link is 
bidirectional. Furthermore, it showed people’s tendency to recreate 
the match in physical space. Finally, our fourth study indicated that 
the match between the rational-emotional leaning of a slogan and its 
placement affects consumer attitudes and preferences.
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